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Introduction
HD Internet Hookups is a sex site with an interesting angle. The back-story of each scene on the site
shows a guy or two picking up a chick online, meeting her and banging her! The movies themselves are
well made, and who knows.... maybe this 'online class' in internet chat-room dating techniques will raise
your confidence in your own chat pickup attempts. 

Adult Review
HD Internet Hookups is a porn self-help site designed to get you off while improving your ability to pickup hot chicks on the
internet as well. The site is relatively new and offers 15 exclusive videos in 1280x720 resolution with plenty of high-res
pictures posted as well. They also offer both high quality porn videos and dialup friendly faster download options as well for
perverts with slower connections.
  
  The site includes some quality reality porn scenes starring amateur pornstar wannabees like Jewels showing off their sexual
appetite with newcummer adult movie stud Bruce. They reenact a hookup Jewel says that she actually had in real life and the
results look fantastic on camera... she isn't easy to find on any other sites, but she is a blonde fuck well worth watching.
  
  Along with HD Internet Hookups you also get access to several other high quality HD porn sites included with your
membership network. Each of the sites is new so the archives are not huge yet but the total of all the sites makes for a fairly
robust collection and the sites are each updating regularly as well.

Porn Summary
HD Internet Hookups is perfect for reality porn fans who enjoy their xxx hardcore entree with a health side of imagination
and storyline. For those Tastebuds who have picked up a slut in a chat room and boned her later that night in their bedroom,
you'll find that the movies on the site definitely ring true and will remind you of exactly what happens when you digitally
download a hot date!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A small exclusive site that gives access to a HUGE network as well'
Quality: 90  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 85
Support: 90 Unique: 85    Taste: 87        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Stuntcock Tryouts (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, HD, Reality

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.99 Preview: 3 Days for $4.99 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 15
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